Necessity of the use of more rich family discrete distributions is practically observable. In this paper, we study about new family of discrete distributions, as Inflated Parameter distributions. Then , we use the application of these distributions for data modeling of Insurance claims and indicate that these distributions have more appropriate approximation then corresponding distributions.
Introduction
The important distributions are extensively used in counting: Binomial, Negative binomial and Poisson distributions. According to be in appropriating classic distributions in modeling of some frequency data or depended data about different areas as Economics , Finance ,Insurance , Ecological and etc ... , Bowers et.al [5] , Rolski et.al [6] , Winkelman [6] and Kumer et.al [7] have emphasized the generalized necessity of these distributions. Classic distributions are in doubt about Insurance data modeling. Here, in addition to introducing Inflated-Parameter Power Series distributions, we will indicate the preference of these distributions on corresponding classic distribution by using a real data set related to the number of accident Insurance claims.
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GPS distributions
Several known univariate discrete probability distributions belong to the class of generalized power series (GPS) distributions. The general from of the probability mass function (pmf) of a random variable (r.v) N of a GPS distribution with parameter > 0 is given by
Where S is any nonempty enumerable set of none negative integers, ≥ 0 and = ∈ is the normalizing constant. Their corresponding probability generating function (pgf) of N has the following from
The Bin(n, ) ,NB(r, ) , Po( ) and LS( ) distributions belong to this class. This is illustrated in Table ( 1) below. We assume that N, 1 , 2 , … are mutually independent r.v. and say that has a compound distribution. If we suppose that the r.v. N has the GPS distributions. Then the relation (3) of the pmf is useful for deriving the compound distribution.
In Panjer (1981) is shown that the pmf of GPS distributions satisfies the following recursion:
In the particular cases , the constants a and b are given by the following expressions :
Zero-Inflated GPS distributions
Gupta et al (1995), Kolev et al (2000) and Minkova (2002) introduced and studied inflated extensions of GPS distributions.
Let ξ be an arbitrary none negative integer-valued r.v. such that P ξ = j = p j , j = 0,1,2, … and
. Also , Let ξ t = E t ξ be its pgf. An extra proportion of zeros ρ ∈ 0 , 1 is added to the proportion of zeros from the distribution of the r.v. ξ , while decreasing the remaning proportions in an appropriate way. The zero-Inflated modification of ξ is defined by
Then the pgf is P η t =ρ+ 1-ρ P ξ t .
If = 1, then the corresponding zero-Inflated distributions is degenerated at zero and = 0, there is no inflation i.e., P η t = ξ t .
Generally, the inflation parameter may also take negative values, provided that P η=0 ≥ 0 , i.e. ρ ≥ In Table ( 2) below zero-inflated counterparts of known GPS (ZIGPS) distributions with their corresponding pmf and pgf are summarized. , t ∈ 0,1 is the pgf 1 − .
The scond from of pmf , which can be found by Taylor expansion of the pgf , is given by
The corresponding θ , g θ , c k , a k , pgf , H , = 0 , mean and variance for specified distributions are given in Table ( 
Application
In this chapter, we approximate the classic poisson distribution and Inflated-Parameter poisson distribution to a real data group that is related to the number of accident Insurance claims and it has prepared on the basis of 16760 policies (number of policyholders) in Mazandaran province, we indicate that Inflated-Parameter poisson distribution is strongly appropriate. The Table of frequency data is following: 
Fit of Classic Poisson distribution
Assumed that is corresponding probability of class , and is expected values of class . In this case , with estimating parameter = = 2.02 , statistics goodness of fit 2 for poisson distribution is calculated on Table ( 3) .
Then , the assumption of data poisson in level 0.05 and even in significance level 0.005 is strongly rejected , because the observed value 
Fit of Inflated-Parameter poisson distributeon
According to the mean and variance distribution , in Table ( We remind that here the positiveness of estimate = 0.031 is indicated that the observance of zero are more than this that it is forcasted by classic poisson distribution. Table (3 
